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Ubuntu than Linux, and why is Ubuntu more popular than Linux? I know that the questions are
not specific to Ubuntu, but I only ask this question because I am interested and wanted to know
why more people use Ubuntu instead of Linux. Also, I want to know why Ubuntu is more popular
than Linux. Thank you very much A: It's a mystery. Or more probably many mysteries. It's hard to
imagine anyone having an excuse for not using Ubuntu as their desktop OS. It's the most popular
Linux based OS by a distance. You can't explain it by the gimmicks, it's actually open source and
Linux is open source. It's also has a much stronger network effect. It's the big open source success
story of all time. You could ask why people choose Linux in general. One reason I don't use Linux
is that I don't like the default Gnome UI. Another is that I don't like the fact that not all packages
in my Linux distro have compiled against each other. Gnome and KDE are worse still in this
respect. I would run Windows for the latter if only Windows was free. A: Ubuntu is a very good
distribution. Maybe the largest member of the 'Linux' World. Sure, some of the distros are more
popular than Ubuntu, but this is irrelevant. When you install Ubuntu or any other Linux
distribution on your computer, you are really installing Linux on your computer. There is another
small question: why is Ubuntu more popular than Linux? Is it because it is the big more
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